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Measurable residual disease is associated with inferior outcomes in
patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Measurable residual
disease monitoring enhances risk stratification and may guide

therapeutic intervention. The European LeukemiaNet working party
recently came to a consensus recommendation incorporating leukemia
associated immunophenotype-based different from normal approach by
multi-color flow cytometry for measurable residual disease evaluation.
However, the analytical approach is highly expertise-dependent and diffi-
cult to standardize. Here we demonstrate that loss of plasmacytoid dendrit-
ic cell differentiation after 7+3 induction in AML is highly specific for meas-
urable residual disease positivity (specificity 97.4%) in a uniformly treated
patient cohort. Moreover, loss of plasmacytoid dendritic cell differentiation
as determined by a blast-to-plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio >10 was
strongly associated with inferior overall and relapse-free survival (RFS)
[Hazard ratio 2.79, 95% confidence interval (95%CI): 0.98-7.97; P=0.077)
and 3.83 (95%CI: 1.51-9.74; P=0.007), respectively), which is similar in
magnitude to measurable residual disease positivity. Importantly, measura-
ble residual disease positive patients who reconstituted plasmacytoid den-
dritic cell differentiation (blast/ plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio <10)
showed a higher rate of measurable residual disease clearance at later pre-
transplant time points compared to patients with loss of plasmacytoid den-
dritic cell differentiation (blast/ plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio <10) (6 of
12, 50% vs. 2 of 18, 11%; P=0.03). Furthermore pre-transplant plasmacytoid
dendritic cell recovery was associated with superior outcome in measurable
residual disease positive patients. Our study provides a novel, simple,
broadly applicable, and quantitative multi-color flow cytometry approach
to risk stratification in AML. 
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Introduction

Measurable residual disease (MRD) is associated with
inferior outcomes in patients with acute myeloid
leukemia (AML).1-4 Post-induction MRD independently
predicts overall survival (OS) and relapse-free survival
(RFS).5-10  MRD after consolidation is also associated with a
higher risk of relapse and shorter OS and RFS.6,11-17
Patients with AML who undergo hematopoietic stem cell
transplant (HSCT) with any level of MRD by flow cytom-
etry prior to HSCT are at increased risk of relapse and
death.18-21
Given the prognostic significance of MRD, the 2017

European LeukemiaNet (ELN) recommends comprehen-
sive MRD monitoring following induction and consolida-
tion courses to assess kinetics of disease response, and
then monitoring sequentially after consolidation to detect
impending relapse.22 Dynamic MRD assessment for
patients with AML complements baseline patient risk
assessment factors, such as age, karyotype, and molecular
alterations, in determining patient prognosis. More impor-
tantly, MRD status may be helpful in informing therapeu-
tic decisions.6,23 
Currently, the most commonly used methods of MRD

assessment are multi-color flow cytometry (MFC) and
real-time quantitative reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-qPCR) of specific mutations or gene
fusions detected at diagnosis. Recently, digital PCR and
next generation sequencing (NGS) have emerged as prom-
ising technologies to improve upon these methodolo-
gies.1,3,4 The major advantages of MFC are its wide applica-
bility, assay availability, relative affordability, and rapid
turnaround time, the latter facilitating prompt decision-
making for therapeutic intervention.1 It also allows for
simultaneous evaluation of expression levels of multiple
antigens on the leukemic blasts, which are relevant for
potential targeted immunotherapy.  
Multi-color flow cytometry techniques are based on the

expression of antigens that characterize diverse lineages of
hematopoietic cells. AML blasts may either be defined by
expression of distinct leukemia-associated immunopheno-
types (LAIPs),16,24,25 or by manifesting an immunopheno-
typic maturation profile detected using a fixed antibody
panel that is “different from normal” (DfN).1 An integrated
LAIP-based DfN approach has recently been recommend-
ed by the ELN working party.4 However, this approach
requires a high level of expertise for data interpretation.1
Additionally, the DfN approach has considerable variabil-
ity in the equipment, reagents, data analysis methods, and
reporting used in MRD evaluation, confounding repro-
ducibility and applicability outside of a limited number of
expert centers with a high level of analytical expertise.26-28
Numerous analytical variables and technical obstacles are
evident in the process of standardizing this MRD
approach. A simpler, but nonetheless robust, approach
may be beneficial in expanding risk stratification by post-
treatment disease analysis outside of a few large centers.
Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (PDC) are the major natural

type I interferon-producing dendritic cells that play critical
roles in the immune response.29,30 PDC are derived from
hematopoietic stem cells and can be easily identified by
flow cytometry due to high-level expression of CD123,
HLA-DR and/or CD303/BDCA2 in the context of lack of
lineage markers, low side scatter, and moderate expres-
sion of CD45.31 In healthy subjects, PDC are <1% of total

nucleated cells in both marrow and blood, but are
nonetheless present in a relatively narrow and repro-
ducible range of proportions.32-34 Loss of PDC is observed
in germline GATA-2 deficiency and increased PDC have
been reported in chronic myelomonocytic leukemia.35-39
Very few studies have attempted to characterize PDC in
AML and the results are inconclusive due to a small num-
ber of patients.32,33 One study suggests slightly higher lev-
els of peripheral blood PDC at time of diagnosis in
patients with FLT3-ITD+ (vs. FLT3-ITD–) AML.33 We
observed a dramatic loss of PDC in most AML patients at
diagnosis and investigated if the loss of PDC could be used
as surrogate marker for disease persistence and risk strati-
fication. Here we report a simple, objective, widely appli-
cable and quantitative MFC approach using quantitation
of PDC and blasts. We show that blast/PDC ratio not only
correlates with MRD status but also predicts MRD clear-
ance and outcomes in AML. 

Methods

Patients
A cohort of 163 adult patients with a confirmed diagnosis of

AML who underwent induction therapy with “7+3” at Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) between April 2014 and
September 2017 was initially included. Of these, 27 had no post-
induction follow-up flow cytometric data within the time frame
of days 28 to 60 post induction at MSKCC and were excluded
from further analysis. Post induction, 34 of 136 (25%) patients had
>20% blasts and 33 of 136 (24%) patients >5% but <20% blasts
(named “residual AML”); 69 of 136 (51%) patients achieved mor-
phological remission with <5% blasts in the marrow: 36 were
MRD-negative (“MRD-neg.”) and 33 MRD-positive (“MRD-
pos.”).  Complete remission (CR), CR with incomplete hematolog-
ic recovery (CRi), and morphological leukemia-free state (MLFS)
were defined by the ELN criteria.22  As a control, we analyzed
MFC data from two cohorts of patients (age >18 years old) who
underwent bone marrow evaluation for mild cytopenia (absolute
neutrophil counts >1 but <1.5 x109/L, hemoglobin >9 but <12
g/dL, or platelets >90 but <150 x109/L): 20 patients had a history
of non-hematologic solid malignancy and another 11 patients had
no history of malignancy, but had cytopenias attributable to other
etiologies, such as autoimmune diseases or aplastic anemia.
Morphological, cytogenetic and molecular (by a NGS platform
panel composed of 28 genes frequently mutated in AML40) studies
in the bone marrow were negative for myeloid neoplasm or clonal
hematopoiesis in these control subjects.  This study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of MSKCC. 

Measurable residual disease detection and 
plasmacytoid dendritic cell quantitation by flow 
cytometry
Multi-color flow cytometry was performed on bone marrow

aspirates at diagnosis and/or relapse and prior to induction
chemotherapy.41 Briefly, up to 1.5 million cells from freshly drawn
bone marrow aspirate were stained with 3-4 10-color panels
(Online Supplementary Table S1), washed, and acquired on FACS
Canto-10 cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). The
results were analyzed with custom Woodlist software (a generous
gift from BL Wood, University of Washington, USA). An abnormal
population was identified by visual assessment of populations
with antigen expression that was ‘different-from-normal’, as
described in prior publications.9,41 The assay is able to detect
abnormal populations to a sensitivity of approximately 1 in 1000
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events provided at least 100,000 events are acquired in each of the
three panels used. MRD detected using MFC was defined by the
presence of any abnormal bone marrow blast population meeting
the above criteria.41

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells were identified by low side scatter,
moderate CD45, bright CD123 and HLA-DR expression, and lack
of expression of CD11b, CD13, CD14, CD34, CD64, CD56, CD3,
or CD19. The expression of CD303/BDCA2, TdT, and TCL-1 was
examined in six selected cases with identical quantitation. Blasts
were identified by low side scatter, dim CD45, positive CD34
and/or positive CD117 expression, or presence of immature
monocytic forms (bright for CD33, positive for CD64 and HLA-
DR with dim to negative expression of CD14 and/or CD11b).
PDCs and blasts were quantified as the percent of total white
blood cells (WBC) that is defined by CD45 positivity. 

Statistical analysis
A Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared the PDC number and the

blast/PDC ratio across the cohorts of patients with AML (>20%),
AML with residual disease, MRD positive disease, MRD negative
disease, and non-AML controls. Cumulative incidence functions
and Gray’s test were used to estimate and compare the incidence
of relapse by MRD status. Death in the absence of relapse was
considered a competing risk. Kaplan-Meier survival curves and
proportional hazards regression were used to estimate and com-
pare overall survival and relapse-free survival by MRD status and
by whether the blast/PDC ratio was >10. No adjustments were
made for multiple comparisons. Analyses were conducted by
GraphPad Prism and the R statistical language. 

Results

Plasmacytoid dendritic cell proportion in control subjects
Previous studies showed that PDC were <1% in the

marrow from healthy controls.32 In order to study the

range of PDC in patients with cytopenia but with no mar-
row-based disease, we chose two cohorts of patients: one
with solid tumors who developed cytopenia at least six
months after completing chemotherapy, and the other
with no history of malignancies. These subjects, although
mildly cytopenic, had no morphological, cytogenetic or
molecular evidence of myeloid neoplasm or metastatic
malignancy. PDC were quantified as the percent of total
WBC by flow cytometry based on low side scatter, mod-
erate CD45, bright CD123 and HLA-DR expression
(Figure 1A and B). The identity of the PDC was further
confirmed by the expression of CD303 in six cases.
CD303 inclusion did not alter PDC quantitation (Online
Supplementary Figure S1 and data not shown). We found the
PDC proportion had a relatively narrow distribution with
a median of 0.23% [interquartile range (IQR): 0.16%-
0.36%] (Figure 2A). In order to evaluate the interobserver
variability of the measurement of PDC and blast propor-
tions, three observers (WX, SS, NN) independently quan-
tified PDC and blast proportions for ten patients. The
interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) agreement was
high for both PDC and blasts (0.98 and 0.99, respectively).

Marked reduction of plasmacytoid dendritic cell 
proportion in acute myeloid leukemia patients
We observed a markedly decreased proportion of PDC

in most patients with AML (>20% blasts), with a median
of 0.016% (IQR: 0.0019%-0.071%), more than 10-fold
lower than observed in controls (Figure 1C and D and
Figure 2). There was no significant difference in PDC pro-
portions between newly diagnosed AML and persistent
AML with >20% blasts (data not shown). Although a mild
recovery of PDC proportion was observed in the patients
with residual AML (>5%<20 blasts) after induction
chemotherapy, the median of PDC proportion was
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Figure 1. Loss of plasmacytoid dendritic cell (PDC) dif-
ferentiation in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). PDC from
a control subject (A and B) reside in the CD45 dim/low
side scatter gate between blasts and monocytes, over-
lapping with basophils (A). PDC express high levels of
CD123 and HLA-DR and can be easily separated from
blasts and basophils (B). In AML with morphological dis-
ease (≥20% blasts) (C and D), PDC are markedly
reduced. Red: CD34 positive blasts; blue: PDC; purple:
basophils. 
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0.044% (IQR: 0.0073%-0.12%), still 5-fold lower than
that in controls.   Five of 136 AML patients (all had >20%
blasts in the marrow) showed an increase in PDC propor-
tion >1%: four newly diagnosed and one  persistent AML
(Figure 2A). 

Increased blast to plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio in
patients with morphological remission is associated
with measurable residual disease positivity 
We next examined the PDC proportion in patients who

achieved morphological remission (MLFS, CRi, CR by
ELN criteria22) post induction. While there was no differ-
ence between the MRD-negative (neg) and control groups
[median 0.31% (IQR: 0.17%-0.49%) vs. 0.28% (IQR:
0.17%-0.34%)], the MRD-positive (pos) group had signif-
icantly reduced PDC proportion compared to the control
(median 0.074%, IQR: 0.022%-0.33%; Wilcoxon rank
sum, P=0.019) (Figure 2A).  Although significant differ-
ences were observed, there was still a large overlap of
PDC proportions among the groups. In an attempt to
achieve better separation and to eliminate possible effects
of hemodilution, we calculated the ratio of blast/PDC by
using the proportions of blasts and PDC out of total WBC
as quantitated by flow cytometry (Figure 2B). The IQR of
the ratio was 341-17175 for AML, 37-385 for residual
AML, 2.9-78 for MRD-pos, 2.0-3.2 for MRD-neg, and 1.1-
2.3 for control. By using a cut-off threshold of the
blast/PDC ratio of 10, all patients in the groups of AML
(>20% blasts) and residual AML (>5%<20% blasts) had a
ratio of  >10 and all controls had a ratio <10.  Only one out
of 36 patients in the MRD-neg group had a ratio  >10. In

the MRD-pos group, 19 out of 33 (58%) patients had a
ratio of  >10. Therefore, a ratio of  >10, while moderately
sensitive, is highly specific for positive MRD status after
induction. Overall, the area under the ROC curve was
0.79 and a threshold of 10 for the ratio had a correspon-
ding specificity of 97.4% and a sensitivity of 58% for pre-
dicting MRD positivity status (Online Supplementary Figure
S2). There was a modest positive correlation between the
blast/PDC ratio and the level of MRD: rho=0.543 using
Spearman rank correlation.

Both measurable residual disease positivity and
blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio >10 are 
strongly associated with inferior outcomes after 
induction
Among the 69 patients who achieved morphological

remission (CR, CRi, and MLFS), 36 (52%) were MRD-neg
and 33 (48%) MRD-pos as evaluated by the MFC DfN
approach. As expected, the MRD-neg group showed
younger age at presentation (median 52 vs. 62 years;
unpaired t-test, P=0.0013), and more patients with favor-
able CG (8 of 34 vs. 0 of 30; Fisher exact test, P=0.005; two
MRD neg and three MRD pos patients had no CG results)
and favorable ELN risk than MRD-pos group (18 of 36,
50% vs. 4 of 33, 12%; Fisher exact test, P=0.0008).  After
induction therapy, there was a trend in more MRD-neg
patients achieving CR (vs. CRi and MLFS) compared to
MRD-pos patients (32 of 36, 89% vs. 24 of 33, 72%; Fisher
exact test,  P=0.1). Although the majority of patients in
both groups received consolidation therapy and HSCT, the
2-year cumulative incidence of relapse was lower in the
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Figure 2. Quantification of plasmacytoid den-
dritic cell (PDC) in acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) and controls. (A) The PDC proportion of
white blood cell count  is significantly reduced
in AML, residual AML and MRD-pos groups
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (B) The blast/PDC
ratio is markedly increased in AML, residual
AML and MRD-pos groups. Interquartile range
is shown. pos: positive; neg: negative.
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MRD-neg group compared to the MRD-pos group [10%
(95%CI: 2-24%) vs. 37% (95%CI: 18-56%); P=0.014]. 
We then examined the association between post induc-

tion MRD and survival. Consistent with published stud-
ies,5-10 we confirmed that post induction MRD positivity
was significantly associated with inferior OS and RFS in
our study cohort [OS, HR 3.81 (95%CI: 1.18-12.25),
P=0.017; RFS, HR 3.98 (95%CI: 1.4-11.31), P=0.007]
(Figure 3A and C and  Online Supplementary Table S2).
Given the strong association between MRD and
blast/PDC ratio, we decided to evaluate if the blast/PDC
ratio is also associated with inferior survival. Indeed,
blast/PDC ratio >10 was also associated with inferior OS
and RFS [OS, HR 2.79 (95%CI: 0.98-7.97), P=0.077; RFS,
HR 3.83 (95%CI: 1.51-9.74); P=0.007], which is similar in
magnitude to MRD positivity (Figure 3B and D and Online
Supplementary Table S2). In sensitivity analysis, we also
investigated the blast/PDC ratio as a continuous predictor
and it remained significantly associated with OS and RFS

[OS HR 1.32 (95%CI: 1.08-1.61), P=0.006; RFS, HR 1.38
(95%CI: 1.16-1.65), P<0.001; based on a log-transforma-
tion of the ratio] (Online Supplementary Table S2). 
We next focused on patients achieving full CR (exclud-

ing CRi and MLFS). Post induction MRD positivity was
significantly associated with inferior RFS and OS [RFS, HR
4.39 (95%CI: 1.44-13.37), P=0.009; OS, HR 3.56 (95%CI:
0.99-12.73), P=0.051] (Online Supplementary Table S2).
Blast/PDC >10 was also associated with inferior RFS of
similar magnitude [HR 4.93 (95%CI: 1.71-14.2); P=0.003]. 
In order to examine the outcome prediction of individ-

ual patients based on MRD and/or blast/PDC ratio, C-sta-
tistics were performed.42 The estimated C-index using the
inverse probability censoring weight for PFS was 0.80 for
MRD positivity and 0.79 for the blast/PDC ratio >10. For
OS, the C-index was 0.79 for MRD positivity and 0.73 for
the blast/PDC ratio >10. Therefore, while the C-index
was modestly higher for MRD, both markers show a high
degree of discrimination for survival.
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Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis based on post-induction measurable residual disease (MRD) status and blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell (PDC) ratio. (A)
Overall survival (OS) of MRD-neg and MRD-pos groups. (B) Relapse-free survival (RFS) of MRD-neg and MRD-pos groups. (C) OS of blast/PDC ratio <10 and >10
groups. (D) RFS of blast/PDC ratio <10 and >10 groups. neg: negative; pos: positive.
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In measurable residual disease-positive patients
blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio <10 is 
associated with a higher measurable residual disease
clearance rate
Given similar predictive values of blast/PDC ratio, and

MRD despite moderate sensitivity of the blast/PDC ratio
for MFC-defined MRD positivity, we examined whether
blast/PDC ratio can further risk-stratify MRD-pos
patients. The MRD-pos group was, therefore, subdivided
based on the blast/PDC ratio: 15 (45%) had a ratio <10
and 18 (55%) a ratio >10.  There were no differences in
clinical characteristics including World Health
Organization (WHO) classification, CG risk, ELN risk, and
the rate of achieving CR between these two groups (Table
1). Only 8 of 15 (53%) of the MRD-pos patients with

blast/PDC ratio <10 received consolidation therapy while
all the MRD-pos patients with blast/PDC ratio >10 did
(Fisher exact test,  P=0.003). Eleven of 15 of the MRD-pos
patients with blast/PDC ratio <10  and 14 of 18 of the
MRD-pos patients with blast/PDC ratio >10 had received
HSCT.  The proportion of relapse/death in the patients
with blast/PDC ratio <10 was 2.5 times lower approach-
ing statistical significance (3 of 15, 20% vs. 10 of 18, 56%;
Fisher exact  test, P=0.07). Although there was no differ-
ence in OS, a trend of better RFS was also observed in
patients with blast/PDC ratio <10 (Online Supplementary
Figure S3). Additionally, estimated 18-month RFS of MRD-
pos patients with blast/PDC ratio <10 was 0.53 (95%CI:
0.22-0.99), a little higher than that of MRD-pos patients
with blast/PDC ratio >10 (0.39, 95%CI: 0.21-0.73) (Online
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of patients achieving complete remission after induction.
                                                       MRD negative (N=36)                                     MRD positive
                                                                                                                   Total                        Blast/PDC ratio<10                 Blast/PDC ratio>10 
                                                                                                                 (N=33)                                (N=15)                                      (N=18)

Age, median years (IQR)                              52 (42-60)*                                     62 (57-70)                                  62 (58-70)                                         62 (57-69)
Gender (M/F)                                                        17/19                                                14/19                                             6/9                                                      8/10
Prior therapy†                                            2 (1 HMA, 1 other)                                       6                                          2 (2 HMA)                    4 (2 HMA, 1 SGN33 trial, 1 other)
Prior allo-HSCT                                                         2                                                       0                                                   0                                                          0
CBC prior to induction                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
WBC, median x109/L (IQR)                         5.8 (2.5-15)                                    3.9 (1.7-12)                                4.4 (2.1-17)                                       2.7 (1.7-11)
ANC, median x109/L (IQR) ‡                      0.8 (0.2-1.6)                                   0.8 (0.3-2.3)                               0.8 (0.5-2.2)                                      0.8 (0.2-2.2)
Hb, median g/dL (IQR)                               8.6 (7.4-11)                                    9.1 (8.1-11)                                9.2 (8.6-11)                                       8.7 (7.9-10)
PLT, median x109/L (IQR)                            55 (28-105)                                    68 (35-155)                               58 (29-120)                                       93 (46-166)
Blasts, median % (IQR)                                23 (7-60)                                        21 (2-40)                                   23 (18-52)                                           5 (2-30)
ECOG status documented                                    22                                                     18                                                  9                                                          9
0                                                                                 13                                                     10                                                  6                                                          4
1                                                                                  8                                                       8                                                   3                                                          5
2                                                                                  1                                                       0                                                   0                                                          0
AML WHO classification                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
De novo AML                                                          28                                                     23                                                11                                                        12
Therapy-related AML                                            4                                                       5                                                   1                                                          4
AML-MRC                                                                 4                                                       5                                                   3                                                          2
CG risk stratification                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Favorable||                                                                 8                                                       0                                                   0                                                          0
Intermediate                                                          24                                                     26                                                12                                                        14
Normal                                                                     17                                                     14                                                  8                                                          6
Adverse                                                                     2                                                       4                                                   1                                                          3
Failed or not done                                                 2                                                       3                                                   2                                                          1
ELN risk stratification§                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Favorable                                                                 18                                                      4                                                   1                                                          3
Intermediate                                                          13                                                     16                                                  8                                                          8
Adverse                                                                     5                                                      13                                                  6                                                          7
Response                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
CR                                                                             32                                                     24                                                11                                                        13
CRi                                                                             4                                                       7                                                   3                                                          4
MLFS                                                                         0                                                       2                                                   1                                                          1
Consolidation therapy                                            30                                                     27                                                  8                                                         19
Pre-HSCT/post consolidation                             N/A                                                  8/28                               6/12 (3 unavailable)                       2/16 (2 unavailable)
MRD conversion to negative||

HSCT                                                                          26                                                     25                                                  9                                                         16
Measurable residual disease (MRD) negative (neg) versus MRD positive (pos), P=0.01 MRD neg versus Blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell (PDC) ratio <10. ||P=0.005 (Fisher exact)
MRD neg versus MRD pos. §P=0.0008 (Fisher exact) MRD neg versus MRD pos. |P=0.02 (Fisher exact) Blast/PDC ratio <10 versus Blast/PDC ratio >10.  ANC: absolute neutrophil
count; Hb: hemoglobin; PLT: platelets; AML-MRC: AML with myelodysplasia-related changes; CG: cytogenetic; CR: complete remission; CRi: complete remission with incomplete
counts recovery; MLFS: marrow leukemia free state. PDC: plasmacytoid dendritic cells; N: number; M: male; F: female; IQR: Interquartile Range; allo-HSCT: allogeneic hematopoi-
etic stem cell transplantation; CBC: complete blood cell; WBC: white blood cell; ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; WHO: World Health Organization.



Supplementary Table S3). The numbers of patients in the
two groups were too low for statistical significance. 
We further investigated if the MRD-pos patients with

blast/PDC ratio <10 would have a higher rate of MRD
clearance at a later post induction time point (post consol-
idation and/or pre-HSCT). Excluding five patients (3 with
a blast/PDC ratio <10 and 2 with a ratio >10) who  did not
have a follow-up MRD test, MRD-pos patients with
blast/PDC ratio <10 had a four times higher MRD clear-
ance rate than MRD-pos patients with a ratio >10 (6 of 12,
50% vs. 2 of 16, 12.5%; Fisher exact test,  P=0.04). 

Restoration of normal hematopoiesis in measurable
residual disease-pos patients with blast/plasmacytoid
dendritic cell ratio <10
To understand why the rate of MRD clearance was

higher in the MRD-pos patients with blast/PDC ratio <10
(vs. >10), we reviewed the clinical characteristics and flow
cytometric immunophenotype of these patients (Table 1
and Online Supplementary Table S4). We did not observe a
correlation with WHO classification, CG risk, ELN risk
and the rate of achieving CR, in accordance with prior
observations of MRD positivity being the dominant pre-
dictive factor post induction.9 In patients with a blast/PDC
ratio >10, along with marked reduction of PDC, regener-
ating HSCs (CD34+ cells) with normal immunophenotype
were not seen (Figure 4A-D). In contrast, prominent PDC
populations were present in all patients with a blast/PDC
ratio <10 (Figure 4E-H). Moreover, 13 out of these 15
patients showed regenerating HSC with normal
immunophenotype in addition to a distinct abnormal

myeloid blast population, indicating detectable normal
hematopoietic regeneration alongside low-level persistent
disease in these MRD-pos patients with normalized
blast/PDC ratios (Online Supplementary Table S4). 

Blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell ratio >10 at late
time points is associated with poor outcome
We examined the dynamics of blast/PDC ratio at later

time points (post consolidation and/or pre-transplant): all
the post-induction MRD-neg patients remained MRD-neg
and the blast/PDC ratio remained <10. Among post-
induction MRD-pos patients, 15 had post induction
blast/PDC ratio <10: 13 remained <10 (2 died) and two
patients converted >10 (both died). Eighteen  patients had
post induction blast/PDC ratio >10: nine  remained >10 (7
died) and nine converted to <10 (none died). Although it
is challenging to compare RFS and OS because of the rel-
atively low number of subjects, these results suggest that
patients with post induction blast/PDC ratio of >10 can
convert to ratio <10, and these converted patients have a
favorable outcome. Patients with post induction
blast/PDC ratio <10 rarely convert to ratio >10 and if it
does occur, these patients appear to have poor outcome. 
We next evaluated if blast/PDC ratio can further risk

stratify MRD-pos patients at late time points (prior to
HSCT). Only patients receiving HSCT were included and
the date of transplantation was chosen as a unifying start-
ing point for outcome. Patients with relapsed disease
(≥5% blasts by morphology) prior to HSCT were exclud-
ed. We had 32 MRD-neg patients (all had blast/PDC ratio
<10) and 16 MRD-pos patients (10 had blast/PDC ratio
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Figure 4. Examples of abnormal blast immunophenotype in measurable residual disease (MRD)-pos patients with blast/plasmacytoid dendritic cell (PDC)  ratio
>10 (A-D) versus <10 (E-H). (A-D) PDC are markedly decreased (B) and the blasts have abnormal expression of CD11b (partial, C) and CD25 (D). (E-H) PDC are well
preserved (F) and a subset of the blasts (highlighted in yellow) showed abnormal expression of CD38 (absent, data not shown), CD56 (G), and CD25 (H). Red: CD34-
positive blasts; blue: PDC; purple: basophils; yellow: abnormal blasts gated on CD34-positive and CD38-negative expression (gates not shown). 
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<10 and 6 had ratio >10). MRD-neg patients had a superi-
or RFS and OS. MRD-pos patients with blast/PDC <10
had comparable or slightly inferior RFS and OS (Figure 5A
and B). Although the number was small, the analysis sug-
gested that MRD-pos patients with blast/PDC ratio >10
had significantly worse RFS and OS. 

Discussion

Measurable residual disease is an independent prognos-
tic indicator in AML that is important for risk stratification
and for planning future treatment.1,2,4 However, the major
obstacles in interpretation and standardization of the
methodology of monitoring MRD by flow cytometry has
meant that this has only gradually been applied to  risk
stratification in AML.4,26,28 LAIP-based DfN approaches are
qualitative in principle, highly expertise-dependent, and
subject to errors of interpretation.4 An objective, quantita-
tive flow cytometry-based approach to identify MRD in
AML has yet to be developed. Our study is the first
attempt of its kind to establish such an objective and sim-
ple approach. We demonstrate that PDC proportion can
be reliably quantified and that a blast/PDC ratio >10 has
very high specificity and moderate sensitivity for detect-
ing MRD positivity. More importantly, blast/PDC ratio
following induction chemotherapy has a strong predictive
value for relapse, OS and RFS, comparable to DfN MFC-
based identification of AML MRD in a uniformly treated
AML cohort. Moreover, blast/PDC ratios at late time
points, i.e. post consolidation and/or pre-transplant, can
also help risk stratification of MRD-pos patients. While
we investigated the most common therapy regimen, the
study was confined to a single large academic institution.
We attempted to evaluate another cohort of AML patients
treated with hypomethylating agents, but these patients

rarely enter remission or experience PDC recovery, mak-
ing  evaluation impossible (data not shown). Nonetheless,
the measurement of blast/PDC ratio shows promise for
AML risk stratification. This method does not require
identification of MRD through specific recognition of DfN
myeloid blasts, but rather allows for the calculation of the
ratio of total myeloid blasts to PDC. Owing to its objec-
tive calculation and simple methodology, potentially, this
approach can be widely applied in various laboratories
with different levels of expertise. Our results should also
encourage investigation into other objective and quantita-
tive parameters in flow cytometry-based MRD evalua-
tion, in a similar way  to how the Ogata scoring system
was developed for the diagnosis of myelodysplastic syn-
drome.43-45 In this regard, the proportions of other popula-
tions including immature progenitors warrant further
investigation in AML.
Although our results are limited by small numbers, the

suggestion of a higher MRD clearance rate in patients who
were post-induction MRD-pos but had a blast/PDC ratio
<10 is intriguing.  The DfN approach-based MRD positiv-
ity in all cases was confirmed by a second review arguing
against diagnostic errors. Among post-induction MRD-
pos patients with blast/PDC ratio <10 (vs. >10), a larger
proportion was converted to MRD negativity and a lower
incidence of relapse was observed. Several potential
mechanisms may explain this finding. DfN-based MRD
positive blasts in AML patients with blast/PDC ratio <10
may have lost leukemic potential, whereby damage to
residual leukemic blasts led to delayed cell death.
Additionally, leukemic blasts in marrows with a
blast/PDC ratio <10 may have been cleared through ther-
apeutic selection or differentiation with consolidation
therapy. Restoration of PDC might suggest an inherent
chemotherapy sensitivity and progression towards normal
hematopoiesis in which remaining blasts are susceptible
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis based on pre-hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) measurable residual disease (MRD) status and blast/plas-
macytoid dendritic cell ratio (PDC). (A) Overall survival (OS) of MRD-negative (neg), MRD-positive (pos) with blast/PDC ratio <10, and MRD-pos with ratio >10 groups.
(B) Relapse-free survival (RFS) of MRD-neg, MRD-pos with blast/PDC ratio <10, and MRD-pos with ratio >10  groups. 
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to further reduction in residual disease from remaining
therapy.1 Finally, restoration of PDC might also reflect the
emergence of normal host mechanisms, such as immune
surveillance controlling low-level MRD. Consistent with
the latter possibility, we observed regenerating normal
hematopoiesis in patients with MRD positivity but a
blast/PDC ratio <10, which may play a critical role in
clearing residual leukemic blasts. Regardless of the mech-
anisms underlying this association, blast/PDC ratio <10
provides additional value in identifying this particular
group of potentially lower-risk MRD positive patients at
very early time points, which has not been possible with
current MRD detection methods. Identifying this subset
of patients may benefit critical clinical decision-making
with regards to potential MRD-targeted therapy or allo-
geneic HSCT. The relatively favorable outcome of this
subset of patients (MRD-pos with ratio <10) might also
explain the powerful predictive value of blast/PDC ratio
on OS and RFS as compared to MRD status, despite the
imperfect correlation between blast/PDC ratio and MRD
status in this particular subset of patients. 
The benefit of PDC recovery on outcome also extends

to late time points. In fact, PDC recovery mitigates MRD
positivity and predicts better outcome, suggesting that
low-level MRD in the presence of normal hematopoiesis
recovery portends a larger benefit of HSCT. On the other
hand, based on a limited number of patients, our study
suggests that lack of PDC recovery prior to HSCT is asso-
ciated with extremely poor outcome. If validated by other
studies, this would question the benefit of HSCT prior to
PDC restoration in this particular subset of patients.
Further studies are needed to investigate if these patients
would benefit from additional therapies that facilitate
PDC recovery. 
Plasmacytoid dendritic cell differentiation is regulated

by multiple transcription factors including GATA-2,
IKAROS, IRF8, TCF4 and ID2.46-48 Although higher levels
of peripheral blood PDC was suggested in patients with
FLT3-ITD+ AML,33 we did not observe this correlation
(data not shown). What mutations in AML regulate PDC
differentiation is completely unknown. The decreased
PDC differentiation in AML is likely related to overall
maturation arrest observed in leukemic blasts. In MRD-
pos patients with blast/PDC ratio <10, there were often

two distinct blast populations: one clearly abnormal and
the other likely regenerating normal blasts. In this situa-
tion, it is reasonable to speculate that the PDC are differ-
entiated from normal blasts rather than leukemic blasts.
The significance of blocked PDC differentiation has not
been well studied in AML. A few studies suggest low-level
reconstitution of PDC post-HSCT in AML is associated
with higher relapse rate.49-51 It would be interesting to
know the MRD status in those patients. As PDC are the
major cell type producing type I interferon, the immune
regulatory role of PDC in AML also warrants further
investigation. 
The caveats of this retrospective study include the prob-

lems of a single-center study and the relatively small num-
ber of patients, which might not have the power to iden-
tify moderate but clinically significant differences in sur-
vival outcomes. In spite of this, using the blast/PDC ratio,
we provide the first objective and quantitative MFC
method to risk stratify AML. Increased blast/PDC ratio
correlates with residual leukemia, is highly specific for
MRD positivity in post-induction patients, and strongly
predicts poorer OS and higher likelihood of relapse.
Normal PDC proportion predicts MRD clearance in post-
induction MRD-pos patients, and is associated with
restoration of normal hematopoiesis. Pre-HSCT
blast/PDC ratio in combination with MRD status serves
as a powerful predictor of post-HSCT outcomes. We pro-
pose that using the blast/PDC ratio will facilitate standard-
ization of MFC-based MRD approaches and corroborate
MRD to risk stratify AML. 
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